Distance Learning & Instructional Technologies Advisory Committee (DLAC) Meeting  
Thursday, September 24, 2015  
University of North Texas – Dallas, Dallas, Texas

Minutes (Corrected)

Call to Order:  DLIT Advisory Committee meeting was called to order at 10:05 a.m.

Attendees: Arturo Cole, Glenda Balas, Cynthia Johnson, Constance Lacy, Mark Stanley, Cynthia Suarez, Larry Terry, Banu Goktan Bilhan, Brian Miller, Tanisha Bell, Steven Arenz, Katrina Cornish, Marco Shappeck

Absentees: Pam Harris, Arthur Lumzy, Alounda Joseph, Syeda Jesmin, Brenda Robertson

Guests: Robert Mong, President; Karen Jarrell, Registrar, and Todd Nylan, Assistant Registrar

Amendments: Meeting minutes should reflect official name change of School of Liberal Arts and Life Science to School of Liberal Arts and Science. New wording from B. Goktan’s discussion on combining hybrid course sections has been added.

Registrar Discussion: Lack of internal communication between departments creates challenges in scheduling classes. Inclusion of DLIT in registrar and faculty curriculum planning meetings was addressed.

President Discussion: Importance of quality of distance learning courses at UNT Dallas.

Meeting adjourned at 12:02 p.m.